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traditional terminology of the radical vowel is used to transform an intransitive into a ..... sapta > satta > saÂ¯t â€œsevenâ€�, dharma > dhamma (Pali stage, usual form. 
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PHONOLOGY A diglossic situation has since long (Kelkar 1968) been noticed in Hindi, which has more “adherent speakers” having a primary dialect such as Awadhi, Bhojpuri etc. than “native speakers”. Since he did not find (contrary to Grierson or Zograph) regularity in regional dialectal variation, Kelkar distinguishes two main sub-systems coexisting in Hindi/Urdu, the core and the margin. That distinction has been maintained since, and the core system often referred to as Modern Standard Hindi (MSH). MSH may be used as a foreign (prestigious) language by non-standard Hindi speakers but is used as a mother tongue by a now significant number of urban speakers (Singh & Agnihotri 1997, Shukla 2000) who use as a prestigious language high Hindi (Sanskritized Hindi), in the same way as high Urdu (Persianized and more and more Arbianized) is symmetrically used in Urdu culture by standard Urdu speakers. The treatment of lexical items as native or loan words has been determined on psychological grounds on the basis of experimental evidence of speaker awareness (Ohala 1983). For phonological purposes, the threefold distinction of Sanskrit, Perso-Arabic, English, with a single category for Persian and Arabic loan words, allows a more simple account of the various problems raised by the phonetic and phonological (as well as written) shape of loan words. 1. A “PHONOLOGICAL” WRITING SYSTEM 1.1. Historical emergence of the na¯gari¯ script The Hindi alphabet known as na¯gri¯ is a simplified version of the alphabet most used for Sanskrit, the na¯gari¯ (literally “urban”) or devana¯gari¯ (“godly urban”) which evolved from the brahmi¯ writing system used in Ashoka’s times (3rd c.BC). The brahmi¯ itself has been modeled after the Aramean script or as a combination of Aramean and the Greek-derived Karosthi¯ (Falk 1993, Salomon 1998). During the six following centuries, the brahmi¯ evolved into two distinct subtypes, the northern and the southern one. The northern subtype, in the form of the gupta script used during the Gupta dynasty (4th 5th c.), evolved into a central subtype known as the kutila (“bent”) or kutiya, also called sidhama¯trka¯ (“with complete vowels”), a cursive version of the gupta, between 6th and 10th c., from which both early na¯gari¯ and proto-bengali scripts developed (the latter used for Maithili and
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modern Bengali, 17th c., Assamese, 19th c., Manipuri and Newari1. Early na¯gari¯ developed into the modern na¯gri¯ (used for Hindi, Marathi, Nepali), kaithi¯, used by the Kayasth cast of writers and clercs), gujara¯ti¯ (19th c.) and modi, a cursive type used in Shivaji’s times, 18th c., for writing Marathi. Parallel to this central subtype, a western subtype developed the sharda (s´a¯rada¯) then the landa¯ used by the merchant and clerical Hindu communities in Panjab and Sindh, then the gurmukhi¯, told to be invented by the second Sikh guru for writing Panjabi, and the ta¯kri¯ used in Himachal Pradesh and Jammu. The kaithi¯ was still in use up to late in the 19th c. for writing Hindi/Urdu, before na¯gri¯ imposed itself as the main regional (Macdonell 1900) then national (India’s Constitution in 1950) script for Hindi2. REMARK



The use of modified Arabic characters for writing Hindi persisted up to the end of the 19th century: the educationist Raja Shiv Prasad was one of the major advocates for the retention of both scripts in the teaching of Hindi, as well as, later, Gandhi, who failed to impose to the Congress similar views regarding the writing of Hindi in both scripts. 1.2. Syllabic or alphabetic system All graphic systems derived from the brahmi¯ have been termed syllabic alphabets. Compared with syllabic scripts like the Japanese hiragana and katakana, which have one symbol for [ki] and different symbols for [ka] and [ku], it is clearly only partly syllabic since the only vowel attached to the graphic symbol for a consonant is the “inherent” a or [@]: all other vowels are noted with a different graphic shape, which results in two distinct graphic symbols, consonant + vowel, for the notation of a syllable like [ko], [ki], [ku], [ke], etc. However, vowels are noted in a specific way, distinct from consonants, when they follow the consonant: they consist in diacritic marks written before, after, under or above the consonant (but never circumposed as it occurs in Bengali and Tamil).



1



Whereas Tibetan was written since the 7th c. in a script directly derived from gupta. 2 On the question of the choice of the script in the national language discussions, see Dvivedi (1980).
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1.3. The aksharas or letter-sounds The na¯gari¯ alphabet is ordered in a more or less phonetic way since the sounds are grouped into series, vowels first and then consonants, the consonantic series being ranked according to the place of articulation, from back (velar) to front (labial) consonants, and within each series according to the articulation mode (unvoiced, voiced, unaspirated, aspirated, nasal). 1.3.1. Table The graphic symbols for independent sound-letters (aksar, from Sanskrit aksara) are given below, in the order of the dictionary, with their phonetic transcription along with the conventional transcription used by indologists. The phonetic transcription differs from the usual norms by a few symbols like č for Í, s´ for S, j for Ù, and y for j. chosen for their closeness to the conventions of indologists.



A Aa [ [- ] } ? e eo Aao AaO @ a a a¯



I i U u rI e E o O i i¯ u u¯ r e ai o au



k K ga Ga = ca C ja Ja H



T z D Z Na t qa d Qa na



p f ba Ba ma



k kh g gh N č čh j jh J



t th d d h n



p ph b bh m



k kh g gh n c ch j jh n˜



t th d dh n th d dh n



t th d dh n



p ph b bh m



ya r la va Sa Ya sa h y r l w s´ s´ s h y r l v s´ s s h There are two additional letters which are D, r and Z, rh, written with a diacritic mark (subscribed dot under D d and Z dh) in na¯gari¯, not present in traditionnal tables but coming in the alphabetic order in the retroflex series. Other rare letters, only used in clusters, are the velar and palatal nasals (= and H). The elementary vocalic triangle (a i u) is first presented in the alphabet, incorporating the length opposition, the middle position coming after the low back vowel (first position) and high front vowels (second positions). Within each series, the nasal vowels come before the oral ones, but within the same entry in the dictionary as the oral vowel. Graphically, length is noted by a supplementary mark, in both the dependant and independant
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forms (cf. 1.3.2), and nasalization by an extra dot called anuna¯sika or commonly candrabindu ( Ð ) “moon dot”, such as in jaaeÐ ja¯e˜ “go” (subjunctive), which is replaced by a simple dot (anusva¯ra: M ) when the vowel graph goes over the upper line (maMo me˜ “in”, nahIM nahi¯˜ “no”). The sign ^ is exclusively used on the vowel a for transcribing the low back vowel of English loans such as hall, Paul (ha^^la). Examples of short/long graphic contrast: A a / Aa a¯, [ i / [- i¯, e e / eo ai, ] u / } u¯, Aao o / AaO au. An additional diacritic ( ,) is also used for marking the retroflex flaps D, Z, (r, rh) on the basis of the retroflex dentals : D Z (d, dh). A similar subscribed dot is used for foreign sounds like z j,a (with a dot under the letter ja j), f Ô (dot under the letter f ph), q k, (dot under k k), g ga, (dot under ga g) and kh Ó (dot under K). 1.3.2. The two forms of the letters Consonants and vowels have different written forms according to their position in the word. The independent form of vowels occurs initially in a word or after a written or unwritten vowel ([sa is “this”, k[- kai¯ “several”) and sometimes, in Arabic loans, transcribing a kt, [bookmark: name] piya¯ “drank”, a¯dmi¯ +o˜ (“man” + oblique plural) > a¯dmiyo˜ “men”, larki¯ + a¯˜/o˜ (“girl” + direct fp / oblique fp) > larkiya¯˜ /larkiyo˜ “girls”. Since two identical vowels cannot form a cluster (cf. 2.2.3.4.2), -a¯ ending verb bases in the past participle (+a¯) develop a glide, -y- in standard Hindi, -w- in substandard (a¯ya¯ “came”, a¯va¯ [awa], from a¯“come”). Similarly, other vowel ending verb bases add the glide in the
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masculine singular (+a¯): soya¯ “slept” (from so “sleep”), but not before other vowels in standard Hindi (soe, ja¯e, soi¯; pie has vowel shortening but no glide, pio/piyo may have both). REMARK



The glide optionnally written in the perfectal paradigm, specially in print (gayi¯ gayaI, soye saaoyao, piye ipyao) is more a graphic convention than an actual transcription of the pronounciation [g@I] [soe] [pIe]. 4.2. Vowel alternation in the derivation of verb bases The “increased degree” (guna “middle” or vrddhi “high”) in the traditional terminology of the radical vowel is used to transform an intransitive into a transitive verb: nikalna¯ “to leave” > nika¯lna¯ “to take out”, chapna¯ “to get printed” >cha¯pna¯ “to print” (cf. MII-2.1). Vocalic increase consists in the lowering and lengthening / tensing of the vowel (Shapiro 1976): i/i¯ [I/I] (si˜cna¯ “be irrigated” / si¯˜cna¯ “to irrigate”), u/o [U/o] (rukna “to stop” intr /rokna¯ “to stop” tr). If an additional -a¯- or -va¯- is suffixed to the basis, the preceding vowel is shortened (laxed and hightened) : bi¯tna¯ “to pass” intr / bita¯na¯ “to pass” tr, dekhna¯ “to look” / dikha¯na¯ “to show”, lena¯ “to take” / liva¯na¯ “make take or bring”, baithna¯ “to sit” / bitha¯na¯ “make sit”, dhona¯ “to wash” / dhulva¯na¯ “make wash”, rokna¯ “to stop”/ rukva¯na¯ “to make stop”. Singh & Agnihotri (1997: 144-47) account for such transformations respectively by rules 232-234 (morphophonemic change) and 224-230 (suffixation + morophophonemic change). 4.3. Derivational formations Some suffixes apply (on Sanskrit bases only) with the lengthening of the first radical vowel, mainly the adjectival -ik and the nominalizing suffix -ya: din+ik > dainik “daily”, sama¯j + ik > sa¯ma¯jik “social”, sena¯+ik > sainik “military”, udyog + ik > audyogik “industrial”, ucit + ya > aucitya “appropriatedness”, sundar + ya > saundarya “beauty”. In such patterns, vowels shift to the higher degree: a to a¯, e to ai, i to ai, u to au ([@] to [a], [e] to [E], [I] to [E], [U] to [O]). The simple increment of the vowel was a current derivational process in Sanskrit: Bharata, name of a king, gives Bha¯rata “India, related to the king Bharata” (MSH Bha¯rat); similarly the Kaurava are the descendants of Kuru, the Pa¯ndava the descendants of Pandu, and pura¯na “old traditional narratives” gives paura¯nik “pertaining to the Purana, ancient”, rsi “rishi, the one who sees and got the revelation”,
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gives a¯rsa¯, a¯rsi¯ “related to the rishis, other name of the Ardhamagadhi language”. 5. SYLLABIC STRUCTURE 5.1 Shape of syllables Monosyllabic native words display the following syllabic structures: V a¯ [a] “come” CV a¯m [am] “mango” VC a¯g [ag] fire CVC ba¯g / ba¯g [bag] “garden/rein” VCC ant [@nt] “end” CVCC bhang [bh@Ng] “hemp” CCV kya¯ [kya] “what” CCVC pya¯s [pyas] “thirst” Loans allow up to three consonants before and after the vowel (Mehrotra 1959): CCVCC skandh [sk@ndh] “shoulder” (S) VCCC astr [@str] “weapon” (S) CCCV stri [stri] “woman” (S) CVCCC s´a¯str [s´@str] “scriptures” (S) CCCVC stre2r “feminine” (S) CCVCCC svasthya [sw@sthy] “health” (S) CCCVCC sprst [sprIs´t] “touch” (S) Hindi morphemes usually are mono- (ghar “house”), di- (ba¯.ris´ “rain”) or trisyllabic (sa.he.li¯ “friend”). The universal tendency towards maximal open syllabicity, in conformity with the principle of maximal onset and minimal coda (Malmberg 1963) holds for Hindi, providing it does not violate the sequential rules of the language: then ja¯nda¯r [jandar] is syllabified as jan-dar and jagi¯rda¯r [j@girdar] in j@-gir-dar because rd- and nd- are not possible initial clusters. Medial clusters often make it difficult to give a non-controversial segmentation (Mehrotra 1959) and we might be tempted to dispense with syllabic segmentation. The demarcation of the syllable is not easy (Kelkar 1968, Mehrotra 1959), as shown by the different segmentations of simple words like a¯s´ram [as´r@m] “hermitage”, as a-s´r@m or as´-r@m proposed by different authors, and Ohala (1983: 55) suggests that sequential rules
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can be expressed independently of syllabic constraints in a more satisfying way (see above). However a rule like Shukla’s sonority sequencing principle may seem attractive because it simplifies the some 50 conditions Ohala posits in order to account for allowed sequences of consonants in the three positions in words. Shukla’s principle (2000: 122) is based on a scale of rising sonority from obstruents to nasals, liquids (l,r), labiodental semi-consonant (v), other semi-vowels (y,w) and vowels. Since vowel is the sonority peak of the syllable, it is natural that it increase from the onset to the peak and decrease from the peak to the coda. Then the first consonant of the onset should be less sonorous than the second (bhram “illusion”, kya¯ “what”) and symmetrically the last consonant of the coda less than the preceding one (sarp “snake”, alp “minority”, prant “region”). A subprinciple states that the difference in sonority must be consequent at the onset whereas it does not need to be so in the coda. But this does not clearly distinguish between loans and native words (on the basis of psychological evidence tests). Besides, exceptions are numerous (moks “liberation”, muft “free”, dilcasp “interesting”, s´resth “excellent”. Agreement in voicing in such exceptions is also a condition posited by Ohala. In accordance with the sonority sequencing principle, the author posits a @ (“reduced a”) after final clusters where the second consonant is more sonorous (ratna [r@tn@] “precious stone”, svapna [sw@pn@] “dream”, mantra [m@ntr@] “ritual formula”, as´va [@s´w@] “horse”), which results in the following syllabification: sw@p-n@, m@n-tr@, r@tn@, etc. Other authors consider such words as monosyllables in the same way as nimn “low”, s´abd “word”, karm “law of acts”, tapt “hot”, without vocalic release -- a treatment comparable to the vocalic release produced after affricates and aspirates, which differs acoustically from a vowel although it contains voicing. 5.2. The @ deletion rule This rule, often referred to as the schwa deletion rule, has first been formulated by Srivastava (1969: 919) in order to account for the nonrealization of @ in one item of obviously (morphologically and semantically) related pairs like the following: sarak [s@r@k] “street” sarko˜ [s@rko˜] (oblique plural form) aurat [Or@t] “woman” aurto˜ [Orto˜] (oblique plural form) dholak [dhol@k]“drum” dholki¯ [dholki] “small drum” pighal [pIgh@l] “melt” pighla¯ [pIghla] “melted”
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namak [n@m@k] “salt” namki¯n [n@mkin] “salted” pakar [p@k@r] “catch” pakra¯ [p@kra] “caught” pu¯rab [pur@b] “east” pu¯rbi¯ [purbi] “easterner” badal [b@d@l] “change” badla¯ [b@dla] “changed" larakpan [l@r@kp@n] “childhood” larka¯ [l@rka] “child” ujalva¯na¯ [Uj@lvana] “brighten” tr ujla¯ [Ujla] “bright” pagal [p@g@l] “fool” pagli¯ [p@gli] “foolish girl” sana¯tan [s@nat@n] “traditional” sana¯tni¯ [s@natni] “follower of the tradition” va¯pas [wap@s] “returned”/reva¯psi¯ [wapsi] “return” Srivastava posits that a -tense +low vowel is deleted in the following environment: (C)VC - (CV+tense) #. This includes the final position of @, since Srivastava assumes that every consonant ending written word in Hindi has a final vowel (ghar = [gh@r@], an assumption no longer held. Ohala reformulates the rule as @ deletion in the following + loan environment: /VC2 - CV/ +casual speech + normal tempo. The above list contains only native words, but @ deletion occurs similarly in Sanskrit loans (ji¯van [jiv@n] “life”, ji¯vni¯ [jivni] “biography, pertaining to life”, pratham [pr@th@m] “first” prathmi¯ [pr@thmi] “first case: nominative”) or Persian/Arabic loans (bagal [b@g@l] “side”, bagli¯ [b@gli] “pertaining to the side”, nazar [n@z@r] “vision”, nazri¯ [n@zri] “visual”, khatar(na¯k) [kh@t@r(nak)] “dangerous”, kha¯tra¯ [khatra] “danger”, naukar [nOk@r] “servant, employed” naukri¯ [nOkri] “job”. Speech and tempo factors account for the various realizations, even by the same speaker, for the same word in different contexts, the high style and slow tempo retaining @ whereas the casual style and quick tempo do not: jyotsna¯ [jyotsna] as a first name usually deletes the @, whereas [jyots@na] occurs with the meaning of “light” when the speaker aspires to prestigious speech. Similarly and even more strikingly, the high standard s´mas´an [s´m@s´@n] for “cremation ground” occurs in prestigious style whereas the casual style has restructured the word as [s´@ms´@n], introducing a @ to avoid the initial cluster, then reducing the second @. The notation C2 means that @ is deleted when preceded by a consonant cluster but not when followed by a consonant cluster: palango˜ [p@l@Ngo˜] and not *[p@lNgo˜] “beds” oblique form of palang [p@l@Ng], kalanki¯ [k@l@Nki] and not *[k@lNki] derived from kalank [k@l@Nk],
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but sundri¯ [sUndri] “name of a girl” occurs (from sundar [sUnd@r] “beautiful”), langra¯ [l@Ngra] “lame”, from langar [l@Ng@r] “lame”, bi¯stra¯ [bistra] “bedding”, from bistar [bIst@r], astmi¯ [@s´tmi] “eighth day of the month” (from astam [@s´t@m] “eight”). Long consonants do not block the @ deletion but the resulting form usually shortens the consonant: cammac [č@m:@č] “spoon”, camca¯ [č@mča] “spoon”). The rule applies from right to left and gives for instance badalna¯ [b@d@lna], not *b@dl@na, nikalva¯ [nIk@lva] “get expelled” and not *[nikl@va]. chipkali¯ [čhIpk@li] “lizzard” instead of the expected *[čhIp@kli] includes a more or less conscious morpheme boundary. An initial prefix, such as be- (P), la¯- (A) or a- (S), su- (S), ku- (S), acts as a blocking boundary: besamay [bes@m@y] “untimely” and not *[besm@y], from samay [s@m@y] “time”, la¯pata¯ [lap@ta] “with no address, disappeared” (A), from pata¯ [p@ta] “address, place”, and not *lapta, asaphal [@s@ph@l] “unsuccessful” and not *[@sph@l] (from saphal [s@ph@l] “successful”), sunayan [sUn@y@n] “beautiful eyes, girl’s name” and not *[sUny@n] (from nayan [n@y@n] “eye” ), kus´akun [kUs´@kUn] “inauspicious, bad omen” from [s´@kun] and not *[kUs´kUn]. Words no longer perceived as derived like ba¯vaju¯d [bawjud] “despite” (originally P: ba.w@jud) or with some speakers pracalit [pr@clit] “extended” (orininally S [email protected]@lit) are treated as units. In contrast, there is no morphemic boundary at the right and the rule operates across suffixes, whether the suffixes are Sanskrit or Persian: nagar [n@g@r] “city”, nagrik [n@grik] “citizen”, galat [g@l@t] “wrong”, galti¯ [g@lti] “mistake”, s´i¯tal [s´it@l] “cold”, s´i¯tla¯ [s´itla] “name of a goddess” (S), naram [n@r@m] “soft”, narmi¯ [n@rmi] “softness” (P), s´a¯yar [s´ay@r] “poet”, s´a¯yri¯ [sˇayri] “poetry” (P), pratham [pr@th@m] “first”, prathmi¯ [pr@thmi] “nominative” (S)10. But within a suffix, @ is retained: ka¯ri¯gari¯ [karig@ri] formed as kari+g@r+i, “craftman”, s´ri¯mati¯ [s´rim@ti] “mrs” formed as s´ri¯+m@t+i¯, literally “one having wealth”. In compounds, each term of the compound is treated as a unit: gali¯galoj [g@li-g@loj] “insult” (and not *[g@ligloj]).



10



An exception is the blocking suffix -iya¯ (kes@r “saffron”, kes@riya).
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6. STRESS AND SYLLABIC STRUCTURE Hindi is often said to be a stressed language, which does not mean that stress is distinctive but is a linguistic feature which does not freely vary. The distribution of stress in a word depends on the prominence of the syllable, which depends on its relative weight. 6.1. Syllabic weight As in the Hindi prosodic system used in poetry, the measure is quantitative, according to the weight and not the number of syllables. A syllable is heavy relatively to another one if it contains more moras (ma¯tra¯). A short vowel counts for 1 mora, a long vowel or short vowel + consonant for 2, a long vowel followed by a consonant for 3, a short vowel followed by two consonants equally for 3, a long vowel followed by two consonants for 4 (Shukla 2000), which can be summarized in stating that long V = short V+C. For example: ki is 1 ma¯tra¯, a¯, bal- are 2, sa¯t and sant are 3, s´a¯nt is 4. If a 4 moras syllable is always heavy, a 2 moras syllable may be treated as heavy in an environment of 1 mora syllables and as light if surrounded by 3 or 4 moras syllables. 6.2. Word stress The general principle of stress is that it falls on the heavy syllable of a word. The sign "precedes the stressed syllable: u."pant “suburb”, "ja¯.ti “subcast”, "ri¯.ti “custom”, ka."ma¯n “bow”, san."ta¯n “child”, ka."li¯ “bud”, ba."han “sister”, ga."li¯ “lane, street”. If a word contains only equal syllables, all equally light or heavy, stress is on the penultimate: "i.ti “so”, sa˜."ca¯lan “management”, he.ra¯."phe.ri¯ (with 4 syllables of 2 moras each, since each vowel is long), a¯.na¯."ka¯.ni¯ “turning a deaf ear”, "ka¯.li¯ “black”/ name of a goddess, "ga¯.li¯ “abuse”, "aql.mand “intelligent” If a word contains several heavy syllables, stress is on the penultimate heavy one: ga."re.ri.ya¯ “sheperd”, ba."ha¯.du.ri¯ “bravery, courage”, ma."ha¯.bha¯.rat (Mahabharat), sa.’hu¯.li.yat, s´a."kun.ta.la¯ (Shakuntala, girl’s name). Neither derivational nor flexional affixes block this rule, and inflected or derived words are treated as units: phalo˜, oblique plural form of phal “fruit” is stressed on the final syllable which is the longer (pha."lo˜); the addition of the heavy suffix for nominalization -pa¯ to
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ba."han “sister” results in a three syllables unit stressed on the penultimate bah."na¯.pa¯ “sisterlyness”, and the heavy negative prefix la¯- added to pa."ta¯ results in a three syllabic unit stressed on the first syllable, which is the heavy penultimate: "la¯.pa.ta¯ “without address, disappeared”. Similarly, "be.kha.bar “indifferent, aloof”. As noticed by Shukla (2000), compounds usually retain the stress on the first word: ra."soi¯-ghar “kitchen” (ra."soi¯ “kitchen” + "ghar “house”), "vis´vakos´ “encyclopedia” ("vis´v “universe” + "kos´ “dictionary”), "nimnalikhit “following” ("nimn “below” + li."khit “written”), "hindumaha¯sabha¯ (name of a political party: "hindu + ma."ha¯ “great + sa."bha¯ “assembly”), but emphasis on the second term for contrast purposes modifies this tendancy (a¯tm-"gya¯n ya¯ prem"gya¯n “self knowledge or knowledge of love”, vs "a¯tmgya¯n). For reduplicated units (cf. MII-2.2.1), stress is maintained on both members of a full reduplicated compound ("dhi¯re-"dhi¯re “slowly”, "ka¯m-"ka¯j “occupations”), but not in echo compositions, treated as single units ("ca¯y-va¯y “tea and the like”). 7 HISTORICAL EVOLUTION 7.1. General facts The most significant facts in MIA phonetic developments have been the deletion of final endings (direct casual endings such as -am, a, as > a) and the reduction of cluster consonants. Vowel ending tatsam words like Sanskrit ba¯laka are now pronounced [bal@k]. The simplification of clusters first went through a stage of gemination with assimilation (generally to the second consonant), then degemination with compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel: sapta > satta > sa¯t “seven”, dharma > dhamma (Pali stage, usual form in the Buddhist canon), adya “now” > ajja > a¯j “to-day”, prstham > pittha > pi¯th “back”, hasta > hatth > ha¯th “hand” (s assimilates to t giving the feature +aspirated), priya > piya “dear” (tadbhav Old Hindi for standard priya), saubha¯gya > sauhagga > suha¯g “fortunate”. In Punjabi language the gemination stage has not been followed by the compensatory lengthening (ajj “to-day”, hatth “hand”, gajjar “carrot”). This is so too for Hindi speeches close to Punjabi. • Another specific change in MIA was the unification of sibilant and palatals (s, s´ > s): vars > baras “year”, varsa¯ > ba¯ris (SH ba¯ris´, but
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derived verb barasna¯ “to rain, to shower”), s´a¯nt “peaceful” > sa¯nt (as early as Ashoka); SH has s´a¯nti¯ “peace” but Bhojpuri as well as Rajasthani have sa¯nti¯, and misar for the family name mis´r). pars´va > pa¯s “near”. Magadhean languages like Bengali unify the three under s´. The palatal affricates (c, ch, j, jh) have depalatalized in Bangani, resulting in ts, dz (kuts for kuch “something”). The sounds ts, dz, also result from earlier tr, dr (Zoller 1988). • More universal facts: simple intervocalic consonants if unvoiced, first become voiced (loka “world” > loga > log “people”, bhavati “is” > bhodi) then disappear (bhodi > hoi > hai): gopa¯l “cowherd” > goa¯l > gwa¯l, catur “four” > cau-, ma¯tr(ka¯) > ma¯i¯ “mother”), tavat > tau > to “so/this”, s´ati > sai “hundred” (satsai “seven hundred” < saptas´ati, name of poetic collections of seven hundred verses), even in compounds (a¯ryaputra > ajjaütta); aspiration is a resistant feature and is retained even in intervocalic position (katha¯ > kaha¯(ni¯) “story”, caturdas´a > cauddah > cauda¯h “fourteen”). Intervocalic -m- often remains as a nasalization: sva¯mi¯ >sa¯mi¯ > sa¯i¯˜ “spiritual master”. • The vocoid r became a, i or u, depending on the environment (mrtyu > maut “death”, bhartr > *bhartrka > bha¯io > bha¯i¯ “brother”, srnoti “hears” gave the root sun, prch > pucch > pu¯ch “ask”, pitrgrham > piihara > pi¯har “house of father-in-law”, samskrta > sakkada > säua “Sanskrit”, pra¯krta > päuda (Maharashtri : päua). • The retroflex lateral (l) occurring in Vedic Sanskrit was already lost in classical Sanskrit, but is retained in Rajasthani as well as in Pahari languages (Marwari pa¯lau “kind of berry” vs pa¯lau “kitchen utensil”, Garhwali tol “down”, vs tol “measure”, Bangaru la¯l “red” vs la¯l “saliva”) and also occurs in Marathi. • The specific Sanskrit akshara ks (which occurs now only in tatsam words) generally shifted to ch (Lachmi¯, name of the Goddess Lakshmi), and the also specific s, if not shifted to the palatal in standard Hindi [bhas´a] “language” or to the dental sibilant in non-standard Hindi [bhasa], shifted to kh/kkh : raksa > rakkh > ra¯kh, as in Braj, Bhojpuri (bha¯sa¯ > bha¯kha¯ “language”, jyotisi¯ > jotkhi¯ “astrologer”). • Initial glides shift to the corresponding consonant: vrtt > ba¯t “thing, talk”, vi˜sˇati > bi¯s “twenty”, vidyuti > bijli¯ (+ diminutive -l-) “light, electricity”, yah > jo/je “who”, Yamuna¯ > Jamna¯ “name of a river”.
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Many of these occur in Modern Standard Hindi under both forms, either independently, the first as a Sanskrit loan, creating doublets like candr /ca¯˜d “moon”, varsa¯ /ba¯ris´ “rain”, or in composition, as hastalipi “manuscript, handwriting” vs ha¯th “hand”, adyatan “of now, contemporary” vs a¯j “now”, caturvedi¯ (proper name “who knows the four vedas”) vs ca¯r “four”. Religious terms are usually re-sanskritized (Krsn and no longer ka¯na¯, dharm and no longer dhamma, karm and no longer kamma, etc.). But dialects still retain even for those terms various nontatsam forms (Krisna, Kisna, Kanha¯, Kanhaiya¯, Ka¯nh, for Krsn, the name of the God Krishna). For other “non-native” (Sanskrit, Persian, English) terms, the native evolution is reflected in pronounciation (saram for s´arm “shame”, dharma for dharm, karam for karm, parem (MA) for prem “love”, bha¯sa¯ “language” for bha¯sa¯, ja¯da¯ for zya¯da¯). Examples of regional varieties: Marwari bijog (MSH viyog) “departure”, ga¯nhi¯ mahatama¯ for ga¯ndhi¯ maha¯tma¯ “Gandhi” (MA). Due to contact with Dravidian languages, which have no (Tamil) or only borrowed aspiration, Dakkhini has lost part of its aspirate consonants (bi¯ “too”, vs standard Hindi bhi¯, ai “is” vs Hindi hai). Bangani, but not Garhwali, presents instead of the initial aspirate (developed in Sanscrit from the IE ĝh) a velar, a feature which makes it a “centum” language isolated in the area: gOmO “offering” is closer to IE ĝheu “offer” than to Sanskrit hu “offer”, homa “offering, sacrifice”, gimO “winter” is closer to IE ĝhimo than to Sanskrit hima “cold, snow” (Zoller 1988). 7.2. Retroflexion Retroflexion, unknown in classical Indo-European languages such as Latin and Greek, and strongly present in Sanskrit, has triggered long ago the hypothesis of a Dravidian influence from Bloch (1924) to Hock (1996), since ancient Dravidian shows evidence of phonological opposition between retroflex and dentals (Kuiper 1967: 136-44). If not completely borrowed from Dravidian, the re-arrangement of the IndoAryan phonological system may have been considerably favoured by Dravidian loans containing retroflex consonants. Along with lexical and structural borrowings (Emeneau 1974), it then gives evidence for a long ancient societal bilingualism, correlated to the migration of Indo-European tribes in South Asia which these tribes found inhabited by Dravidian speakers and Munda speakers. Andronov’s (1964) is similarly in favour of an early deep dravidianization of Sanskrit. However, Bloch (1924) who already counted this feature among the
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most significant pan-Indian features, hence pioneering the notion of linguistic area, noted that the Dravidian influence must not be overestimated, pointing to a possible spontaneous retroflexion in specific phonetic environments. The most thorough contribution on the topic, both historical and sociological, is Deshpande’s landmark paper on the origins of retroflexion in Indo-Aryan (1992) and the quest for the exact pronounciation in ‘Ur-Rgveda’. Without denying early contacts, he also points to the conflicts and confrontations dealt with in bi-lingual settings and shows a convergence rather than a direct borrowing. Such convergence does not seem to operate during the Vedic stage, where the phenomenon was not “full fledged” and must not be confused with the later transcriptions of the text, offering much variation depending on the various recensions. Besides, the Prakrit grammarians all noted the cerebralization of dentals under the influence of r, r or sibilants (phonetic conditioning, also expressed in Fortunatov’s law: IE*lt>t, *ld>d, *ln>n), whereas, as late as the Upanishadic stage (700 BC), there seems to remain doubts among grammarians regarding the cerebralization of n and s in the Vedic text, which appear as occurrences of free variation. The Ur-Rgvedic is reconstructed as having, like Iranian, non-retroflex s, s´ and r, and gradually changed s for s (absent in Dravidian) before r,u,k,i, then n to n before “cerebralizers” (r, s´, r), largely due to the conditions of recitation. Retroflex/dental oppositions later became phonemic, because of convergence, but only during the formation of classical language: “later speakers of Sanskrit, a mixed Aryan-non Aryan community interpreted allophones of Proto-Indo-Aryan in terms of their native Dravidian system” (Deshpande 1992: 189). In this regard, one can contrast non-retroflex Vedic di¯, a¯ti, methi, nada, bhanati with their classical retroflexed counterpart di¯, a¯ti, methi, nada, bhanati. Western Hindi varieties are known to have retained much of the “spontaneous” prakritic retroflexion (particularly Rajasthani and Pahari). 7.3. Nasalization Nasal vowels developed partly from the sequence vowel + homorganic nasal consonant + C through MIA, partly spontaneously. The development of Old Hindi is marked by the nasalization of the long vowel resulting from the reduction of the homorganic consonant+ consonant cluster (Sanskrit “moon” candr [c@ndr@] was
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realized ca¯˜d [ca˜d]). During the same period the development of spontaneous nasalization in words like sarpa “snake” > sappa > sa¯˜p [sa˜p], or pra¯gurnam > pahuccai > pahu¯˜c [p@hu˜c] “reach”, s´va¯s > sa¯˜s “breath”, ha¯sya > ha˜si¯ [ha˜si] “laughter” produced a number of nasalized vowels, all originally long (Mistra 1967: 203). By the time of Grierson (early twentieth century), short nasalized vowels are noted such as in pahu˜c [p@h2Uc], ha˜si¯ [h2@si]. The nasalization of vowels has in standard Hindi been from the late eighteenth century a marker of prestigious elocution: Gilchrist already in 1820 (quoted by Ohala 1983) noted that careful speakers realized “hunsna” (= ha˜sna¯ [h2@sna]) “to laugh” instead of hasna¯ for instance as “a mark of their haut ton or profound erudition” (although he transcribes dant, zunjir, rungna, kampna). Regarding the evolution from Sanskrit to Hindi, Vajpeyi notes the Hindi tendency towards nasalization (anuna¯sika¯) and the opposed tendency of Sanskrit towards nasal consonant (anusva¯ra). Rajasthani speeches present many nasal counterparts to standard Hindi oral vowels (ra¯˜m, name of the God Ram, ka¯˜m “work”, Hindi ka¯m). 7.4. Schwa deletion The historical development of the schwa deletion had a paradoxical effect in the sequential contraints of the language: whereas in Old Hindi even short vowels seemed to undergo deletion (words like [k@thnai] “difficulty”, MSH [k@thInai], [b@gla] “a bird”, MSH [b@gUla]), provided the following vowel is long, the language at that time contained almost no clusters except geminates and homorganic nasal + consonant clusters. Starting from this late MIA-Old Hindi period, more and more loans have entered the language (first Persian and Arabic then English and Sanskrit), providing various non native clusters. At the same time, @ deletion seems to operate more and more extensively (the following vowel can be short, clusters before the @ no longer block the deletion for more and more speakers, for some the blocking suffix -iya is no longer blocking. This is, according to Ohala, the innovating tendency of the language and produces more and more clusters. 7.5. Tone Similar to Punjabi which has distinctive tones, resulting from deaspiration, Rajasthani speeches present a distinctive high pitch before glottalized unaspirated voiced dental, labial and retroflexes (Lalas 1954): ba¯g “garden”, ba¯’g “tiger” (Hindi ba¯gh). In Bangani, the
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sequence CVC- is realized with a lengthening of the vowel and high tone on the vowel: C"V:C (Zoller 1992). In a similar way, Garhwali presents lengthened vowels in various positions under pitch accent (de:khik “having seen”, bo:li: “language”, ce:li: “disciple”, whereas Kumaoni has a stress accent and a tendency to shorten vowels (Sharma 1978).
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